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Operating Controls
(UP button) Limit mode set.
(DOWN button) Reversing sensitivity set
(SET Button) Confirm set
(CODE Button) Transmitter code set

Press CODE until the LED displays (. ). Press a
button on the transmitter, the LED dot will turn off.
Release and press the same button again, the dot
willflash to confirm the code.
Repeat step 1 to code a maximum of 20 different
transmifters' and/or buttons.
To delete allstored codes, Press and hold CODE
for 8 seconds until dot turns off, all stored codes
have now been deleted.
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Reversing System
5.1) Open the door fully. Place a 50mm high piece of

timber on the floor to act as an obstruction.
5.2) Close the door onto the obstruction. The door

should pause momentarily then reverse. lf the
door does not reverse automatically switch the
door to manual operation and discontinue use of
the opener. Contact an authorised Smad Openers
technician for immediate service.
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Fig.  3

TX CODE ACTIVE

Changing Light Globes
To change light globe locate white light diffuser
cover located on bottom end of opener.
Unclip light diffuser by applying pressure to release
tab located where the top of light diffuser meets the
top of the chassis.
Repface the light globe with a 24Volt 21 Watt
automotive type globe (available from most car
accessories stockists).

WARNING :Do not try and use any other type of globe
other than the one specified.

4.4) Clip light diffuser back into position.
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Goding Transmitters
1 Press the CODE BUTTON for 2 seconds the display

willshow Code Learn (See Fig.3).
2 Press the same button on the transmitter twice.

The first press will allocate a number to the remote
and the display will show REMOTE XXX, on the
second press the display will show CODE SET. The
transmitter has now been coded and the securitv code
stored in the memory on board.

3 Press the transmitter to see if it operates the door.
Repeat the above steps to code additional transmitters.
Note: Up to 20 transmitters can be stored into memory.

lf more than 20 transmitters are stored the system
will disregard the additional attempts to code new
transmitters.

REMOTE TRANSMITTER CODING
It is possible to code new transmitters via an already
coded remote without being in contact with the control
panel. This is useful if more than one device is operated
by the transmitter. This also takes the guess work out of
button allocation as this is done automatically.
1 Press TX BUTTON 3 and 4 together for 2 seconds.
2 Press any button on new transmitter twice. (Fig 7)
3 Test new transmitter to confirm.
DELETING ONE TRANSMITTER
It is possible to delete one specific transmitter without
clearing the entire memory of the opener or having the
transmitter on hand. This is useful if the transmitter is
lost or stolen and the transmitters reference number is
known.
1 Press and hold the CODE BUTTON for 5 seconds.
2 The display willshow Del Remote XXX (Fig. 8).
3 Press MODE BUTTON to scroll to reouired transmitter

numDer.
4 Press CODE for 3 secs to delete.
DELETING ALL TRANSMITTERS
1 Press and hold the CODE BUTTON for 5 seconds.
2 Press MODE BUTTON to scrollthrough untilthe

display shows Del Remote ALL.
3 Press CODE for 3 secs to delete.

Activating Vacation Mode
This is useful for locking out operation while away from
the property for prolonged periods.
1 Press and hold the MENU BUTTON for 10 seconds.
2 lf the door is open it will allow a final close cycle only

and remain closed until vacation mode is disabled.
DISABLING VACATION MODE
1 Press and hold the MENU BUTTON for 10 secs or Dress

transmitter buftons 1 + 2 togetherfor 10 secs. (Fig. '19).
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